
SPECIFICATION

Range: BAFFLE DIRECT
Design: Marc Sadler

“Snowsound Technology” sound-absorbing element, ceiling fixing.

Panel description:
Both faces with convex section 36 mm thick, consisting of an internal padding in variable 
density polyester fiber. The density decreases moving towards the heart of the panel, 
which is covered on both sides with Trevira CS® polyester fabric, solidly applied to 
the padding. The panel is double sided, with same characteristics on both sides. It is 
characterized by the rigid edge obtained by the manufacturing process itself, without 
any supporting and/or stiffening frame.

The panel has an Italian Class1 fire reaction and Euroclass B-s2, d0.

The panel is Greenguard Gold certified, which validates its low VOC emission and its 
contribution to the quality of the indoor environment.

The panel is 100% recyclable and has no detectable formaldehyde content according 
to UNI EN 717-2. It does not contain felts or other organic materials that are hardly 
recyclable.

The panel has been tested in reverberation chamber according to UNI EN ISO 354 and 
obtained “Acoustic Absorption Class A”, in accordance with UNI EN ISO 11654.

Panel dimensions:  75x44 cm
   119x44 cm
   139x44 cm
   159x44 cm
   179x44 cm 

Fixing kit description:
The ceiling fixing kit consists of two cylindrical elements, made of chrome-plated metal 
ø 12 mm, which embrace the edge of the panel. These elements allow, by means of 
14x50 mordant screws fixed into the edge of the panel, direct joining without the aid of 
other accessories. To these elements are attached, respectively: two M26 male/female 
threaded cylindrical elements and an internal threaded element that has a countersink 
for the passage of the ceiling fixing screws.
A chromium-plated steel ring nut knurled on the outside is screwed to this element.

The products described in this data sheet are CE marked according to the harmonized 
product standard EN 13964 for the intended use as a drop ceiling.

Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. reserves, by its unappealable judgment, the right to modify without prior notice the building materials, the technical and aesthetic specifications, as well as the dimensions of the 
products in this technical sheet, where pictures are purely as an indication.
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Caimi Brevetti S.p.A. si riserva, a proprio insindacabile giudizio, la facoltà di modificare senza preavviso i materiali, le caratteristiche tecniche ed estetiche, nonchè le dimensioni degli elementi illustrati 
nella presente scheda tecnica le cui immagini e colori sono puramente indicativi.
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Available colors: 

Carrot orangeDark greyBrick redLight blue

4030800740866046

Sun yellowDove-greySilver greyRed

3008200580044027

Light greenBeigeWhiteTeal

7004100800016075

Cool white
*available only for sizes: 

119x44 / 159x44 
119x59 / 159x59 cm

8002

Black
*available only for sizes:

119x44 / 159x44 
119x59 / 159x59 cm



Deze informatie is afkomstig van de website van Zero-Z design / Akoestiekexpert.nl.

Voor vragen, toelichting en meer informatie kunt u contact opnemen met:

Zero-Z design

T +31 (0)30 2201297

F +31 (0)30 2210692

E info@zero-z-design.nl

W www.zero-z-design.nl

www.akoestiekexpert.nl

Modem 20b

7741 MJ  Coevorden

Jasmijnstraat 6a

3732 EC  De Bilt


